
Y Sense™ Desking System





Simple Solutions 

For today’s complex office 

environments, Sense provides  

an uncomplicated solution.  

From a series of single desks 

to space-efficient team clusters, 

Sense fits the way you want  

to work.

Z SenSe DeSking SyStem

Sense begins with intelligent design for easy 
assembly and reconfiguration. 

Sense double rectangular 
desks feature 91 White surfaces 
with Metallic Silver legs,  
and Kiwi privacy panels.  
Also shown:  Setu® chairs. 

cover

Sense is ideal for furnishing shared spaces 
to create a modern, fresh landscape that 
encourages collaboration and creativity.

inside cover

Sense desks feature 91 White 
120-degree triple surfaces 
with Metallic Silver legs,  
and Berry privacy panels.  
Also shown: Mirra® chairs.



Height-adjustable leg Leg release

Leg connection point Privacy panel bracketLeg connection receptacle CPU carrier with shelves

Pinnable saddle Multiplex edge on round corner

45 sec30 sec15 sec



intelligent Design  
made Simple
It has never been easier to put  

a desk together. Sense is quick to 

assemble in just seconds without 

tools. Its smart components and 

accessories simply lock, click, or 

snap into place. 

Glide

Privacy panel with toolbar

Extension connector

Cable basket

60 sec 75 sec





Flexible for you
Sense is the linear planning solution 

designed for the long term. With its 

ability to adapt as your business 

needs change, you can add new 

desks, change layouts, take down, 

and rebuild. 

Sense single rectangular desk 
and extension feature 91 White 
surfaces, Metallic Silver legs, 
and Sky privacy panels.  
Also shown: Mirra chair and 
Ardea® personal light.





Clean Aesthetic
From vibrant colors to cool 

finishes, you can choose the look 

you want and personalize your 

space with a variety of accessories. 

Sense integrates fresh aesthetics 

with high functionality for the next 

generation of work.  

Sense double rectangular 
desks feature 91 White surfaces, 
Metallic Silver legs, and Sky 
and Kiwi privacy panels.  
Also shown: Mirra chairs.



Ideal for furnishing meeting spaces, Sense creates a fresh landscape that encourages collaboration and creativity.
Shown with Tu® storage, Setu chairs, and Flute™ personal lights.

For a project team or contemporary space Sense can be clustered together and divided by returns.
Shown with Aeron® chairs.



For more information about our products and services or to see a list of dealers, please visit us at hermanmiller.com or call (800) 851 1196.
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Sense™ Desking System Materials

The Sense palette offers a choice of cool neutral laminates and warm wood veneers for 

a fresh, clean aesthetic. The vibrant range of Unity textile accent colors makes it easy to 

personalize and change the look of a workspace through accessories and privacy panels. 

Visit hermanmiller.com/materials to see our complete textile and materials offering.

Privacy Panel

Pewter
8601

Limestone
8602

Pacific
8603

Berry
8604

Kiwi
8605

Sky
8606

Unity Textile

Frame & Leg

Metallic Silver
MS

Finish

Accessory

Chalk White
X1

Berry
72

Kiwi
73

Sky
74

Thorium Grey
71

Metallic Silver
MS

Finish

Storm
8607

Denim
8608

Olive
8609

Petrol
8610

Graphite
8611

Chalk
8612

Black
8613

Oceanic
8615

Russian
8616

Top Surface

Cool Grey Neutral
CL

Folkstone Grey
8Q

Soft White
LU

Sandstone
WL

Studio White
98

Warm Grey Neutral
WN

Solid Laminate

White
91

Aged Cherry
ED

Light Brown Walnut
2U

Natural Maple
UL

Wood & Veneer



Designer: Daniel Korb

general Dimensions

A fixed height: 28.75 inches

 adjustable height: 24–33.25 inches

B width: 48–72 inches

C depth: 24 or 30 inches

SenSe DeSking SyStem   hermanmiller.com/sensedesking
 ·  Simple components lock, click, or snap together easily without tools.

 · Designed to flex and grow as your business needs change, with a  
range of linear desking applications that are easily reconfigured.

 · Intelligent design combines high functionality with a fresh aesthetic.

Design for the environment: 

 · 55 percent recyclable and manufactured 

using 44 percent recycled content

 · Cradle to Cradle CertifiedCM Silver

 · GREENGUARD® certified 

Warranty: 12-year, 3-shift

extensions

returns meeting tables

A

B

C

tables

accessories

accessories

Note: Legs are available straight or angled, adjustable height or fixed. 


